
Business Source Ultimate

8Reasons  
to Upgrade

Access Leading Business Magazines

Full text is provided for Harvard Business 
Review, Fortune, MIS Quarterly and journals 
from the Financial Times FT50 list.

Vetted Open-Access Journals

Carefully selected OA journals expose 
researchers to the full breadth of business 
content available.

Top Non-Journal Content 

Students get access to case studies,  
SWOT analyses, country economic reports, 
market reports and more.

Content from All Over the World

International information on business 
trends, insights and news gives 
researchers a well-rounded perspective.

Curated by Subject Matter Experts

Our experts curate peer-reviewed content 
and weed out predatory journals that can 
corrupt research.

Three Video Collections

Videos, including the Academy of 
Management collection, give context  
to article content.

High-Quality, High-Usage Journals

Journals are selected based on ranking 
and high usage in leading indexes like 
Scopus and Web of Science.

Exceptional Journal Value

The active full-text, non-open access 
journal retail value for Business Source 
Ultimate is more than $1,178,760.00 (USD).
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“ As a liaison librarian, I find that Business Source Ultimate 
is a crucial resource for both our researchers and our 
library, providing an extensive collection of full-text 
journals, industry reports, and company profiles across 
diverse business disciplines. Its comprehensive coverage, 
user-friendly interface, and emphasis on academic rigor 
make it an indispensable tool for enhancing research 
outcomes and supporting the informational needs of our 
academic community.”

- Liaison Librarian, University in North Carolina

“ Business Source Ultimate helps students find  
academic business journal articles more quickly  
than other products and provides our best access to 
Harvard Business Review. EBSCO’s search algorithm  
finds gems our discovery system missed, for students 
and for me.”

- Business Librarian, University in California

“ For our researchers and students, Business Source 
Ultimate provides a wealth of information on topics such 
as marketing, management, finance, accounting, and 
economics. Access to full-text journals allows scholars 
to access the latest research findings and stay abreast 
of developments in their respective fields. Additionally, 
the availability of industry reports, country profiles, and 
country reports equip researchers with insights into 
current trends, challenges, and opportunities, fostering  
a deeper understanding of specific sectors.”

- Librarian, University in North Carolina

What Librarians Say about 
Business Source Ultimate
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